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                           Abstract 
Factor Analysis is used to describe some unmeasurable latent variables which are 
hidden in a group of measurable variables. It can be classified into two categories: one 
is exploratory factor analysis, the other is confirmatory factor analysis. Exploratory 
factor analysis deals with data directly to extract the common factors from the 
variables, and has been applied with a large number into many fields including 
Economics. But in lots of practical problems, reasearchers have an expectation about 
the model before obtaining data, for these cases exploratory factor analysis may not 
be suitable and confirmatory factor analysis is needed. Besides, missing data is 
common in the real data，and this also becomes a difficulty for many research workers. 
So this thesis hammers at the confirmatory factor analysis of missing data.   
Structural equation models are a kind of complex models, which include lots of 
variables and parameters. These models are used to study the correlation between 
multiple data, and measurement equations and structural equations are two part of 
structural equation model. Actually, confirmatory factor analysis model is a special 
case of structural equation model, since this kind of model only includes measurement 
equations not structural ones. Therefore, the ways to analyst the structural equation 
models are often the right ones for confirmatory factor analysis.  
 Moreover, thanks to the fast development of compute science and statistical 
algorithms, Bayesian approach has been largely used to analyst a lot of complex 
statistical models. Meanwhile, Bayesian approach has many advantages to handle 
structural equation models, and can be applied into the structure of the confirmatory 
factor analysis mentioned above. 
Hence, this thesis combines Bayesian approach and structural equation models to 
do the confirmatory factor analysis of missing data, and sums up and discusses its 
methods and principles, especially paying attention to the difficulties and the 
according solutions of this analysis.   
















the posterior of confirmatory factor analysis of missing data, and conbines data 
augumentation and MCMC algorithm to sample the posterior distribution, and then 
achieves the purpose of parameter estimation. At the same time, the thesis illustrates 
the confirmatory factor analysis about the financial evaluation system of medical list 
companies, and finds that some Chinese medical list companies exist the high risk 
level of short-term credit and so on.   
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见的结构方程模型估计方法是 1989 年由 Bollen 提出的渐进分布自由法
[9]
。上述

























2000 年，Ansari和 Jedidi 通过贝叶斯方法对多层次二分变量的因子分析进













































2006 年，Lee 和 Tang 对含有缺失数据的非线性结构方程模型进行了研究，
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